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1. INTRODUCTION 
We firstly recall that the Heisenberg group 
n
H  (see [1],[2]) is the Lie group whose underlying manifold is 
,n  C R n N，endowed with the group law algebra , 2n 1g R  and with a nonablian group law:  
                                      ( , ) ( , ) ( , 2Im )z t z t z z t t z z         ,                                                        (1.1) 





z z z z

 . Setting j j jz x iy  ， then 1 2 1 2( , , , , , , , )n nx x x y y y   form a real 
coordinate system for .nH  In this coordinate system the vector fields   
2 , 2 , 1,2, , , j j j j
j j
X y Y x j n
x t y t
   
    
   






 generate the real Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields on .nH  It is easy to check that 






 ， and that all other commutators are trivial. Furthermore, for the group, there are 
a natural dilation defined by 
2( , , ) ( ,  , ), 0,x y t x y t                                                                 (1.3) 
and a metric ( , )d u v  defined by (see [2],[3]) 
1
1 2 2 2 2 4( , ) | | (( ) ( ) ) ( 2( ) .v u v u v u u v u vd u v vu x x y y t t x y x y
                            (1.4) 
In particular, a homogeneous gauge | | nu H  is defined as  
1 1
2 2 2 2 4 24 4[( ) ] (| | ) .x y t z t     
We may see that 
n
H  possesses the nonlinear structure about the group law which is one of the differences between 
n
H  
and general Riemann manifold. The fact that 
n
H  is a singular space can be intuitively understood also in the light of a 
recent result of Christodoulou (see [2]) who proved that the Heisenberg group can be constructed as the continuum limit of 
a crystalline material. 
Let ( 2)mR m   be a bounded and connected Lipschitz domain. For 2 p  ， Capogna and Lin ([4]) have 
provided the characterizations for the Sobolev space 
1, ( , )p nW  H ， proved the existence theorem for the minimizer, and 
established that all critical points for the energy are Lipschitz continuous in the 2-dimensional case. In [5], for the Sobolev 
maps of the Heisenberg group target, the following Poincare type inequality is obtained. 
Theorem 1.1. (see [5]) Let   be a bounded and connected Lipschitz domain in
mR  and 2.p   Then there exists a 
constant C  depending only on , ,m n and p，such that for every function 1,( , , ) ( , ) ( , )p nu x y t z t W    H ， the 
inequality  
,( ( ( ), )) ( ) | | ( )
p p
u pd u h dh C E u C z h dh   
 
                                                (1.5) 



















The statements of these results are similar to the ones in the classical case. However, since the metric possesses the 
nonlinear structure of the group laws, we require a few of techniques in the proofs for our Poincare type inequalities. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state some preliminaries and lemmas. In Section 3, we prove some 










2. PRELIMINARIES AND LEMMAS 
In this section, to state our theorems, we need to introduce some notations, definitions and basic lemmas. 
Definition 2.1. Let 1 .p   A function ( , ) : nu z t H is in ( , )p nL  H if for some 0 ,h  one has 
0( ( ( ), ( )) .
pd u h u h dh

                                                         (2.1) 




( ),0 1 0
li( ) sup supm ( ) ( ) ,p u
f C f
E u f h e h dh


    
                                                       (2.2) 
where 
, 1| |




d u h u q d q







, ( )pE u is called an p -energy ofu on .  
Lemma 2.1. (see [4]) Let 1 ,p   ( , ) .:u z t  nH Then ( , ) ( , , ) ( , )p nu z t x y t L    H if and only 
if
2 / 2( , ), ( ).p n pz L R t L     
Lemma 2.2. (see [4])  Let1 p  ， 1,( , ) ( , ).p nu z t W   H  Then 1, 2( , )p nz W R  and 
1







   
Definition 2.2. Let 
mR be a bounded and connected Lipschitz domain, 0 1.p  A measurable function 
:f R is called a p -integrable function if | | .pf dx

  Denote ( ).
pf L   
Definition 2.3. Let 
1 ( ) ( ),pLocf L L   0 1.p  If there exists a function
1 ( ) ( )pLocg L L   such that 
0( 1) , ( ),
k kf D dx g dx C   
 
                                                        (2.3) 
we say that g is the k -th weak derivative of .f  
Definition 2.4. Let 0 1.p  A measurable function 1, ( )pf W  means 1 ( ) ( )pLocf L L    and 
1 ( ) ( ).pLocDu L L    
Now we discuss the properties of



















If ( , ) ( , , ) : nu z t x y t  H satisfies 
1,1 , ( , )p nx y W R （） ， 
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Then we have 
, ( ) .pE u    
Proof.  From Definition 2.1, we get  




| |( ),0 1 0
2 4
2 2 2 1
( ) ( )
( ) sup sup ( )







h qf C f
p
m
z h z q
E u f h
t h t q x h x q y h y q d q








      

  
   
   




pC -inequality ([6]), we have 
0
0
, 1| |( ),0 1 0
2| |( ),0 1 0
2
2 2 1
( )( ) ( )
( ) sup sup ( )
( ) ( )
sup sup ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )









p mh qf C f
h qf C f
p
m
d qz h z q
E u f h dh
t h t q
f h
d qx h x q y h y q












       








   
 
                          (2.4)   
where 
0
1| |( ),0 1 0
( )( ) ( )
sup sup ( )lim
p
mh qf C f
d qz h z q
I f h dh


        

                                     (2.5) 
and 
0
2| |( ),0 1 0
2
2 2 1
( ) ( )
sup sup ( )




) 2 ( ) .  
h qf C f
p
m
t h t q
J f h
d qx h x q y h y q













                                             (2.6) 
To prove , ( )pE u  ，we only need to show I   and .J    
Firstly, we prove that .I     By pC -inequality, we have 
                        
0
0
1| |( ),0 1 0
1| |( ),0 1 0
( ) ( ) ( )
sup sup ( )
( ) ( ) ( )




mh qf C f
p
mh qf C f
x h x q d q
I f h dh











      









1 2( , ),nz C R   then 
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( ),0 1 0
( ),0 1 0
( ) ( )












x h x h
I f h d dh
y h y h











    








Substituting the Taylor polynomial in the integral above we obtain 








( ),0 1 0
2
( ),0 1 0
( ),0 1 0
sup sup ( ) | ( ) | | |














I f h x h cos d dh
f h y h cos d dh
o












    
    

























0( ) , ( ), ( ) ( , )
nf C x h y h C R    ，we have .I    
Case 2: If




    
 
 with 
0 1( (0))C B
  and 
1.
mR










pC -inequality we get 
| ( ) ( ) | 2(| ( ) ( ) | | ( ) ( ) | | ( ) ( ) | ).p p p pz h z q z h z h z h z q z q z q           
For a fixed 0  ， using the properties of ( )z h , one has 
1| |0
lim 0





z q z q d q










( ) ( ) ( )
lim ( )






z h z h d q
f h dh




















By the results in case 1, we have 
0
1| |( ),0 1 0
lim
( ) ( ) ( )
sup sup ( ) .
p
mh qf C f
z h z q d q
f h dh 


        

    
Thus, we obtain .I    
Secondly, we prove that .J    
Case 1: If
1 2 1( , ), ( ),nz C R t C    substituting the Taylor polynomial in the integral above we obtain 
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( ),0 1 0
2 2 2 2 2
sup sup ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ),
( ) 2
li





J f h t h y h x h x h y h
o y h o x h o d dh

 
    


    
   




On the other hand, since 
1, ( ),t W   and 1( ) ( ),t L L      
2





      
 
and 2( ),t y x x y     we have 0.J   
Case 2: , ,x y t  satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 2.3. By the 
pC -inequality we have 
                       2
/2
2
( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) 2 ( )( ( ) ( )) 2 ( )( ( ) ( ))
2 ( )( ( ) ( )) 2 ( )( ( ) ( ))




t h t q t h t q y h x h x q y h x h x q
x h y h y q x q y h y q
t h t h t q t q K h q
    
  
  
      
   
    
  
where 
                      
2
( , , ) 2 ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )( ( )
( )) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )( ( ) ( )) .
p
K h q y h x h x q y h x h
x q x h y h y q x q y h y q
 
   
   
    
  
Since






lim ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )






f h t h t h d q dh



















lim ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )






f h t q t q d q dh















Similarly, it follows from the Sobolev embedded theorem and Poincare inequality that 
| |0
lim ( ) ( , , ) ( ) 0.
h q
f h K h q d q dh
 
  
   
To sum up the above arguments, , ( ) .pE u    
Lemma 2.4. Let 









If ( , ) ( , , ) ( , )p nu z t x y t L    H and 
, ( ) .pE u    Then we have 
(1) 
1,, ( , ),p nx y W R   
(2) 








Proof. Since ( , , ) ( , ),p nu x y t L   H , ( ) ,pE u   and  
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4 2 4( ( ), ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) 2( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))) ,
p
pd u h u q dh z h z q t h t q y q x h x q y h dh
 
        
we get that , ( , ),p nx y L R   / 2( )pt L   and 
0
1| |( ),0 1 0
( ) ( ) ( )
sup sup ( ) ,lim
p
mh qf C f
z h z q d q
I f h dh


        

     
0
2 2| |( ),0 1 0
2
2 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




2 ( ) .
m
h qf C f
p
m
t h t q x h x q
J f h y h
















Part 1. Prove , ( , ).p nx y L R      With a change of variables we can write 
11| |














   
By using Taylor formula
2( ) ( ) ( ), ( ),z h z h z h o         we get that 
    
11| |
( ) ( ) ( )





z h z q d q







      
According to
, ( ) ,pE u   we obtain that ( , ).
p nx L R   Similarly, we get ( , ).p ny L R    
Part 2. Prove
/2( , ),p nt L R   and 2( )t y x x y     a.e. in / 2( ).pL   Since 1, ( , ),nx y C R   1( )t C   
and J   , by the Taylor formula, we have 
1
0 ( ),0 1
2 2 2 2
2
( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ),
sup ( )
( ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ))
             .
nSf C f
p
t h y h x h x h y h
f h







   




    
For arbitrary , this yields 2( )t y x x y      and 1, /2( ).pt W   
By the embedded theorem, we obtain , ( , ).
mp








( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
| ( ) | | ( ) |









p m pm p
p
y h x h x h y h dh
C y h dh x h dh






















                                    (2.7) 
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m pt L     








1 2( ) ( ) ( ),t h t h t h   and 1( ) ( ) ,kt h t h I   2 \ ,( ) ( ) kt h t h I    
where { || ( ) | },k h t h k   and ( ) 1DI h  if ,h D ( ) 0DI h   ifh D k ， is a fixed positive number.  
If
1,t t  i.e. | |t k ， then
1( ).t L  By using the results in Part 2, we have 1,1( ),t W  By the embedded theorem, 
we get
21 ( ) ( ).
mpm
m pmt L L     This implies that 1, ( ).rt W   
If 2 ,t t  according to
2
/2 2| | | | ,
2
p
p pt t t t

    and0 2,p  then 
1
/2 2| | | | | | .
2
p
p pt dh k t dh

 
                                                       (2.8) 
Thus,  
2( 1) 2( ) ( ).
mp mp
m m pt L L     
Using
pL  theory and the mollifier method, we get easily that 
Corollary 2.1.  If
, ( ) ,pE u    we then have
1,, ( , ).p nx y W R   
In order to study the properties about the function ( )t h in the general cases, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5.  Let
1, 2( , , ) ( , ), 2,
1
p mu x y t W p
m
    

nH ( , , ).u x y t    One has 
/2
0
lim 2( ) 0,
p
i i it y x x y dh    
 
                                                    (2.9) 






1,( , , ) ( , ),p nu x y t W   H  by the fact | | | | | |p p pf g f g    with 0 1,p   we have 
,( , , ) ( , ), ( ) ,
p n
pu x y t L E u    H  and  









1| |( ),0 1 0
( )( ) ( )
( ) sup sup ( )












mh qf C f
d qt h t q
E u f h dh













       
  













1| |( ),0 1 0
( )| ( ) | | ( ) |
sup sup ( ) .lim
p
p p p
mh qf C f









      

          （2.10） 
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  Let 2( .( ) | ) |
p







 If sufficiently small, it follows from (2.10)  
that 
       
0
2
1| |( ),0 1 0
( ) ( ) ( )
su lip (msup )
p
p
mh qf C f








      






1| |( ),0 1 0
2
( ),0 1
( ) ( ) ( )
sup sup ( )










T h T q d q
f h dh









      

   





By using the Sobolev theory, we get
1,






   By the Sobolev embedded theorem, we have 
( 1) 22| ( ) | ( ),
mpp




   or  
( 2 )
2 ( 1) 2








   
On the other hand, 
     
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )= 2 ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )
p
t h t q x h x qt h t q
K y h
y h y qx h x q y h y q
y h x h x h dh


















( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) .
p p
p
t h t h t q t q x h x q
dh dh y h
y h y qx h x q y h y q
y h x h x h dh














                 (2.11) 
For fixed 0  ， by the properties of the mollifier function and Holder inequality, we then deduce from (2.11) that 
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) 0( 0)
p
t h t h t h t h
dh C dh  
  
 
      
and 
                         
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) 0( 0).
p
t q t q t q t q
dh C dh  
  
 
      
By Lemma 2.4, we then deduce from (2.11) that 
                        
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 0( 0).
p
x h x q x h x q
y h y h
y h y q y h y q
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Thus, we get
0




 Using the definition of 1, ( , )pW  nH ， one has 
2
2 2 2 1| |
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) ( ).
p
mh q
t h t q x h x q y h y q d q
y h x h dh o

 
      
  
     
Thus, we have 
2
0
lim 2( ) 0.
p
i i it y x x y dh    
 
       
Lemma 2.6. Let
1, 2( , , ) ( , ) 2.
1
p mu x y t W p
m
    

nH ， One  has 1, ( )rt W   and 2( ),t y x x y      








Proof.  Let ( , , ),u x y t     0 ( ),C
    
( 2 )
2 ( 1) 2








   Using Lemma 2.5, one gets 
( ) ( ) 2 ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ) .i i it h h dh x h y h y h x h h dh 
 
        




m pt L    On the other hand, by Lemma 2.5 and its proof, we get 2 ( ),
mp





m pt W    




















Then there exists a constantC depending only on , ,n m  and ,p such that for every 
function
1,( , , ) ( , ) ( , )p nu x y t z t W    H ， the inequality 
( ( ( ), )) | | ( ) ,p pud u h dh C z h dh
 
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1, ( , ).p mu W   H  From (1.4), using pC  inequality, we have 
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By the Poincare inequality in the classical case, noting that 
2( ( ) ( )) 2 ( ( ) ) 2 ( ( ) ),x y x y y xy h x h y h x h           
we obtain 
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By virtue of Lemma 2.6, using the Holder inequality, noting | | | |x z    and | | | |y z   ，we have 
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where C is dependent on ， ,m n and .p  
Corollary 3.2. Let 
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